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Omnipresence of 
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“The present is theirs; 

the future, for which 

I really worked, is mine.”
Nikola Tesla
(1856-1943)
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1856 - 1943 New York

Born in Smiljan, Lika province (now Croatia,then 
Austrian Empire), Serb by origin, Yugoslav by 
conviction, American for life, world citizen. US 
citizen 1891.
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Tesla? Largely Neglected 

Brilliant inventor, electrical and 
mechanical engineer

Inventor and scientist 

Visionary

Thinker

A man with class and integrity

Genius - Unusual, of course
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What did he do? Many things but these are 
enough to keep mankind  in eternal debt to 
Tesla 

electric power systems 
(Alternating current (AC) system of motors, 
generators and transformers) => 2nd 
Industrial revolution
“The Man who Lit the World”

wireless signal transmission (Radio)

High frequency currents, generators, coils

These inventions enabled enormous economic 
and technological progress of mankind  
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With and without Tesla’s AC inventions
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Tesla’s key insight for total power system

AC currents > Rotating magnetic field > 
drives induction motor 

Rotating induction motor > rotating 
magnetic field > AC currents

(High AC current, low voltage) > step up 
transformer > (Low AC current, high 
voltage) -- low transmission losses > 
step-down transformer > (High AC current, 
low voltage) > consumer

stator

ROTOR

Induction Motor

2-phase system
From Wikipedia: electric motors
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Niagara AC Generators 
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Niagara Power Plant
"One of the boldest engineering and 
commercial feats of the past century, the 
successful development of the water-power of 
Niagara Falls, was the signal for the utilization 
of water powers all over the world. "
--William Andrews, "How Niagara Has Been Harnessed," 
The American Monthly Review of Reviews, June 1901.

The power reached Buffalo, 30km away, on Nov 16, 1896: a beginning of 
massive (AC) electrification era 
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Les Drysdale 2006
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Other areas
Wireless world
Remote control  and telepresence
Radio-frequency lighting
IC manufacturing
Nanotechnology 

Sensors and transducers
Electricity in medicine - diathermy 
Mental models and visualization
Neuroimaging
Bladeless turbines and pumps
Arts

Closing remarks
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Vision of Wireless 
Communication

“ … a telephone subscriber here may call up and 
talk to any other subscriber on the Globe. An 
inexpensive receiver, no bigger than a watch, 
will enable him to listen anywhere, on land or 
sea, to a speech delivered, or music played in 
some other place, however distant.”

   N. Tesla (~1900)
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Tesla envisioned global system of 
multimedia communication

World-wide wireless transmission of signals and 
messages

Integration with existing communication 
equipment

The universal distribution of general news, by 

telegraph or telephone, in connection with the 
Press

The interconnection and operation of all stock 
tickers of the world - 
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“World-System” Features

Global weather warning

The establishment of intelligence transmission 
for exclusive private use

The establishment of secret and secure
government telegraph service

• The same system to transmit energy
>> making it a free resource
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Tesla’s Ideas on Wireless Transmission

Three goals:

to develop a transmitter of great power

to perfect means for individualizing and isolating the 
energy transmitted (e.g., signals)

to establish the laws of propagation of currents through 
the earth and the atmosphere

N. Tesla , The Transmission of Electric Energy without Wires, Electrical World and 
Engineer, March 5, 1904.
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Energy/signal 
transmission
method and 

system
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Key Steps in Developing Wireless 
Transmission

– Measures the electric potential of the globe and its 
fluctuations;

– estimates resonance frequency between ionosphere 
and Earth at 6Hz. Determined in the 50s to be 6.8Hz

– claims the first experimental evidence of stationary 
waves => the planet behaving like a conductor of 
limited dimensions =>

suggests a possibility of wireless transmission of signals 
and power - a vision of Internet 

– Proposes magnifying transmitter
[Summer 1899, Colorado Springs Lab]
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Magnifying transmitter
- a world antenna

First Base Station?
57m high, 

37m underground 
- attempt to build

a “world telegraphy 
center”

Never completed for 
lack of funds
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Mental Models, Visualization, and 
Creative Process

• Mindʼs Eye as a paradigm of creativity

In practice - abstractions and 3D 
visualization

Enabled progress in many vital areas such 
as molecular biology, design of aircraft and 
complex mechanical systems, … architecture

 Economic benefits enormous:  the tests can be 
performed much later in the process with more relevant results
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Mental Models, Visualization, and 
Creative Process

“Tesla's way of visualizing problems and 
discovering solutions anticipates amazingly 
well the modern approach of using 
computer-based visualization”   [West 1997] 

• “I needed no models, no drawings or experiments. I 
could picture them all in my mind” [Tesla 1919]

• A superhuman visionary - no  team work for him. Could not fit into Edison lab 
model
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Mental Models, Visualization, and 
Creative Process

• “The moment one constructs a device to carry into 
practice a crude idea, he finds himself unavoidably 
engrossed with the details and defects of the 
apparatus . . . . My method is different. I do not rush 
into actual work. When I get an idea I start at once 
building it up in my imagination . . . . In this way I 
am able to rapidly develop and perfect a conception 
without touching anything. “ [Tesla]

back
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Neuroimaging - functional
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Neuroimaging - functional

Visualizing processing of information by 
centers in the brain
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Neuroimaging - functional

Visualizing processing of information by 
centers in the brain

Cognitive science research 
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Neuroimaging - functional

Visualizing processing of information by 
centers in the brain

Cognitive science research 

Brain-computer interface research
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Neuroimaging - functional

Visualizing processing of information by 
centers in the brain

Cognitive science research 

Brain-computer interface research

One of the goals: “Reading the mind”
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Neuroimaging as Tesla saw it

back
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Neuroimaging as Tesla saw it

• ``I expect to photograph thoughts, ...  In 1893...I became 
convinced that a definite image formed in thought must, 
by reflex action, produce a corresponding image on the 
retina, which can be read by suitable apparatus. This 
brought me to my system of television...ʼʼ[Tesla 1933]

back
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Neuroimaging as Tesla saw it

• ``I expect to photograph thoughts, ...  In 1893...I became 
convinced that a definite image formed in thought must, 
by reflex action, produce a corresponding image on the 
retina, which can be read by suitable apparatus. This 
brought me to my system of television...ʼʼ[Tesla 1933]

• “In a time not too distant it will be possible to flash any 
image formed in thought on a screen and render it visible 
at any place desired.”

back
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Neuroimaging

Tesla's futuristic idea of a ``brain reading 
device’’ Still in the realm of science 
fiction 

Significant progress made in the use of 
non-invasive neuroimaging signals to 
partially  ``decode'' the mental states of a 
person [Haynes and Rees 2006] 

Tesla's "brain reading’’ device may 
eventually become a reality
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Decoding contents of visual imagery

Haynes & Rees 2006

 building vs face: 85% success

back
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Telepresence and Remotely 
Controlled Systems

Tesla [1898] introduced “Art of 
teleautomatic control” and telerobotics

Designed and built a radio-controlled boat

Gave a modern view of a robot: “[it] will be able 
to follow a course laid out …or obey commands 
given far in advance, it will be capable of knowing 
between what it ought and what it ought not to do … 
and of recording impressions which will definitely 
affect its subsequent actions.”
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Sensors and Transducers
Tesla's 1891 patent is possibly the earliest 
example of interdigital electrode design -- 
many applications
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Pervasive use in micromechanical systems 
(MEMS), chemical sensing, piezoacoustics, 
biotechnology, …

Modern design [2004]
back
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Moving Fluids

Tesla’s valvular conduit [1920]

Applicable in micromachines

Highly reliable, no interference with 
moving parts

Medical applications: drug dispensing
in the body
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Tesla’s valvular 
2: bucket; 3: partition; 4 & 5: intakes

smooth flow from intake 5

disturbed (blocked) flow from intake 4
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How does it work?
connect n elements together;

if p is the “leak” from the first element,

then the leak after n elements is 

p*p*...*p=p^n

=> resistance to flow can be made large at 
will by adding elements

=> no resistance in the normal direction 

=> acts as a Fluid diode

Works with a pump by applying pulsed 
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U of Washington pump 
Morris and Foster 2003

back
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Radio-Frequency  
(RF) Lighting

Tesla’s 1891 wireless light - “a bright idea”

Precursor of modern electrode-less lamps

Required progress in technology and 
plasma physics to become practical
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HID sulfur lamp inspired by 
Teslaʼs design illuminates

National Air and Space Museum,
Washington, DC.

back
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Contributions to Plasma Physics 

Tesla is known as the first person to produce 
and study RF gas discharges and plasmas. 

These  are used in photolithography, high-
resolution etching, thin film deposition and 
implantation - all needed in producing modern 
integrated circuits (IC).

back
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Nanotechnology 

Tesla’s trilayered (metal-insulator-metal) 
coaxial cable [1894] is the basis for design 
and fabrication of complex 
nanostructures, named “Teslian” coaxial 
nanocables

back
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Tesla and 
Electrotherapeutics

First to recognize properties of high-
frequency (HF) currents when applied to 
human body and he proceeded to develop a 
variety of devices for their generation.

Diathermy as a most successful application

History not kind to Tesla - most credit 
given to D’Arsonval

back
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The “Wonder World” To Be 
Created

Tesla’s ideas about “electrical” world of 
the future. His prediction include:

The widespread use of hydro-electric power 
generation and of AC for power 
transmission

Wireless transmission of electrical energy

Art of individualization: multi-frequency 
non-interferring transmission (spread 
spectrum idea)

Electrical control of atmospheric moisture: 
(not yet)
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The Wonder World To Be 
Created

Use in appliances (refrigeration, etc.), 
lighting, and propulsion 
Use in agricultural domain: pest control, 
elimination of microbes, …
Collision-preventing instruments
“In a time not too distant it will be possible to 
flash any image formed in thought on a screen 
and render it visible at any place desired.”

World system of music distribution (iTesla?)
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The Wonder World To Be 
Created

A voice-operated typewriter

Picture transmission (fax)

Proposed the use of geothermal energy 

Expressed doubts about solar power 
generation

Opposed nuclear energy

Electric guns and teleautomatic aerial 
torpedoes (cruise missile?)

back
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Closing Remarks
The scope, depth, and timeliness of Tesla’s 
work make him a unique figure in the 
history of engineering
His ideas of AC motors and polyphase 
systems are the foundation of electrical 
power systems in modern world
Provided critical ideas in diverse areas 
The omnipresence of his ideas shows that 
they have withstood  the test of time
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"The world, I think, will wait a long  time 
for Nikola Tesla's equal in achievement and 
imagination."   
                             E.H. Armstrong, FM Radio Pioneer 
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The engineer-gentleman

BACK
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272 Patents world-wide

BACK
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Scientist
In company of Volta, Ampere, Faraday, Kelvin 
     the unit of magnetic induction [Tesla]
                             T=Wb/m^2
Hon. doctorates Columbia, prague, graz,...
Edison medal
Vicepresident AIEE
Close to Kelvin, Lodge, Crookes, Thompson
Admired by Einstein
The Times Magazine  Man of the Year
on postal stamps around the world
Strong view on research 
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Tesla, life and 
people

Literate, worldly, interesting, 
witty - friend with Mark Twain, 
Underwood Johnson, Jacob 
Astor, George Westinghouse, 
JP Morgan, A Dvorak, Sarah 
Bernhardt, Georg Viereck... 
their wives adored him and he 
ignored them. 
Delmonico’s and Waldorf-
Astoria suited his taste
Loved poetry, good writer
Impeccably dressed 
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back
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NT Museum, Belgrade: Induction motor Video
(Tesla’s original design)
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back
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NT Museum, Belgrade: Tesla’s 2-phase 
generator
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back
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NT Museum, Belgrade: Tesla’s Transformer
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back
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Tesla’s view on Research
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Thanks to Len Kleinrock, Tesla’s Fan and Tesla Coil Builder

back
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Tesla Thinker

Back
Reading Boskovic’s

               Theoria Philosophiae Naturalis
 [in front of his high-frequency transformer]
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